Physical unclonable functions (PUFs) take advantage of the effect of process variation on hardware to obtain their unclonability. Traditional PUF design only focuses on the analog signals of circuits. An arbiter PUF, for example, generates responses by racing delay signals. Implementations of such PUFs usually employ large area and power consumption while providing very low throughput.
INTRODUCTION
There are two major concerns for modern logic designs: power and security. The prevailing portable devices such as mobile phones, tablets, and laptops impose high requirements on the low power design and applications due to the highly constrained power supply. Protecting mobile devices is more challenging than securing non-portable devices not only because of the emergence of novel attack methods such as malicious mobile software, mobile phone trojans, and even electromagnetic side-channel attacks, but also due to the fact that traditional security approaches usually demand Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. high power cost, and thus are not applicable on mobile devices due to limited power supply. Therefore, the desire for lightweight security primitives is stronger than ever.
A PUF, as a unique type of hardware security primitive, has excellent low power, high speed, and unclonablity properties. An individual PUF is a piece of hardware implementing a one-way function which takes advantage of the inevitable process variation to guarantee uniqueness of the function. The input-output mapping function of an individual PUF is deterministic but unpredictable, due to the fact that process variation is not predictable. As a hardware security primitive, PUF employs lower overhead comparing to traditional software-based cryptographic approaches. More importantly, a PUF itself is unclonable which provides protection at the physical level.
However, PUFs suffer from significant drawbacks as well. Two of the most important concerns are related to output throughput and randomness. As an example, an arbiter PUF has an n-bit challenge vector and only a single output bit. When used to encrypt and decrypt messages in real applications, n is usually set to be at least 64, in which case the ratio between the PUF output and the PUF input is 1 : 64 or lower. The other concern is associated with the randomness of PUF outputs. The unpredictable and uncontrollable nature of process variation creates unbalanced delay path routing in PUFs. The frequency of 0s and 1s in the outputs are usually not equal which compromises the security of PUFs. Other randomness problems such as repeated patterns in outputs and strong PUF input-output correlations can also be observed in some implementations.
We propose a novel PUF design which avoids the above PUF problems while keeping it low-delay, low-power and physically unclonable. We focus specifically on arbiter PUFs. Our design is motivated by the following observation. Traditional arbiter PUFs focus on the analog properties of circuits, for example, delays in the case of arbiter PUFs. Two signals are sent as inputs to the two paths of the PUF, and depending on which path has a longer delay, one signal will arrive at the arbiter first, thus producing a 1 or 0 accordingly. However, the PUF circuit itself is capable of serving beyond racing delay signals; it can also be used to convey meaningful digital information. In arbiter PUFs, each delay component is made of transistors/gates. Therefore, when connecting these gates in a particular manner, the overall design can compute specific functions.
Our key idea is to use the same piece of hardware to compute digital logic while racing analog signals at the same time. With only small extra area overhead, our circuit design will generate two types of outputs, respectively analog outputs from the PUF, and digital outputs from the digital logic. Moreover, both outputs are generated in the same clock cycle. By combining the above two outputs, we expect to keep the unclonability of PUFs while gaining the advantage of digital circuits.
The digital portion of the circuit can be designed to implement any functionality. In our design, we have specifically chosen leap-forward linear feedback shift register (leapforward LFSR) for the following reasons. First, a leapforward LFSR is a pseudo-random number generator; by combining PUF outputs with leap forward LFSR outputs (e.g., XOR the two outputs), the combined result will be highly random. Second, a leap-forward LFSR generates large outputs in a compact area, thus, without introducing extra hardware or delay, the output throughput is highly boosted.
To summarize our contributions, we propose a power efficient PUF design by combing traditional arbiter PUFs with leap forward LFSRs. Our design only introduces a small area overhead as the arbiter PUF and the leap forward LFSR share a majority of hardware and signal resources. With a single execution of the circuit, both outputs are generated simultaneously. By combining the arbiter PUF outputs with the leap forward LFSR outputs, the system gains higher throughput as well as better randomness. Our design and implementation is based on, but not limited to, FPGA platforms. We have described our detailed implementation in Section 6.
RELATED WORK

Physical Unclonable Functions
PUF was first proposed by Pappu et al. using mesoscopic optical systems [1] . Gassend et al. developed the first silicon PUFs through the use of intrinsic process variation in deep submicron integrated circuits [2] . A variety of other types of PUFs have since been proposed, including arbiter PUFs [2] , ring oscillator PUFs [3] , SRAM PUFs [4] , and butterfly PUFs [5] . Majzoobi et al. proposed to use FPGA based programmable delay lines to build delay PUFs [6] . Numerous traditional protocols can be interpreted using PUFs, ranging from the traditional security key communication and authentication [7] to more sophisticated public key communication [8] with the key idea of employing the high unpredictability of PUF responses to secure the information. More recently, Xu et al. created PUF-based recursive inverse function [9] and digital bidirectional function [10] to protect sensitive data with ultra low area, latency and energy overhead.
Hardware Random Number Generators
Random number generators are widely used in many security applications. James has reviewed a majority of commonly used random number generators [11] . In the past, random number generation was mostly done by software. However, as hardware systems become cheaper, faster, and more lightweight, it is feasible and more power efficient to implement the random number generators directly in hardware. A number of HRNGs are proposed based on different technologies. Using PUFs to build an HRNG was first proposed by O'Donnell from MIT [12] . Our work implements the design of leap-forward LFSRs which is an extension of the standard LFSR by allowing all shifts in the standard design to be applied in a single clock cycle [13] .
DESIDERATA
Our work is the first effort to take advantage of both analog properties as well as digital properties of a circuit to create a security primitive. The analog properties are used to build an arbiter PUF while the digital properties are realized by creating a leap-forward LFSR. Before discussing our detailed design and implementation, we identify the architectural, operational, and security desiderata of our work.
• In terms of architecture, we have created a "one circuit, two outputs" design. The PUF portion and the LFSR portion of our designed circuit share almost the same hardware resources, consequently, it saves area and lowers the power consumption.
• In terms of operation, our design achieves high throughput by employing only small delay since the digital outputs and the analog outputs are generated in the same clock cycle without timing overhead.
• In terms of security, by combining the arbiter PUF output with the LFSR output, the final system output has kept the unclonability of the original PUF while the randomness is enhanced from LFSR.
PRELIMINARIES
PUF Model
The PUFs we use for signal racing are standard arbiter PUFs. Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of the PUF model. The basic structure of an n-bit PUF consists of n delay segments. The two propagation delays in the ith segment are denoted as d 0 i and d 1 i respectively. The two delays are designed to be nominally equal to each other, but after manufacturing, the effect of process variation will cause unpredictable delay difference between them. When built on an FPGA, the upper delay and the lower delay in each segment are directly implemented using LUTs with the same size. Two identically designed paths are generated by connecting delay components from each segment, and an arbiter is placed at the end of the two paths. The two paths can be modified using the control bit of each segment. When the control bit is 0, the two paths will not shuffle. When the control bit is 1, the two paths swap. For example, in Figure  1 , if the control bit of the ith segment is 0, then d The vector consisting of all control bits is denoted as the PUF challenge. When an n-bit challenge (c1c2...cn−1cn) is provided to the PUF, two identically designed paths are generated. To retrieve a response, an impulse signal is fed into the system to excite both paths simultaneously. Because of process variation, the signal traveling along one of the two paths will reach the arbiter earlier, generating a corresponding arbiter output denoted as the PUF response. 
Leap-Forward LFSR
A LFSR is a commonly seen pseudo-random number generator (PRNG). The leap-forward LFSR method utilizes only one LFSR and shifts out several bits. This method is based on the observation that a LFSR is a linear system and the register state is expressed as Q(i + 1) = A * Q(i). Q(i + 1) and Q(i) are the initial values at (i + 1)th and ith steps; A is the transition matrix.
To calculate the content in shift registers after k steps, the equation transforms into:
We can compute A k and determine the XOR structure accordingly. The new circuit leaps k steps in one clock cycle while the circuit uses identical shift registers.
To illustrate the idea, Chu et al. proposed a motivational example of a 4-bit leap-forward LFSR [13] . The derived new transitional matrix A 4 is calculated from A, which is obtained from a single-bit LFSR random number generator. After performing the operations, we can derive the feedback equation for each signal as:
Note that the final transition matrix depends only on the initial transition matrix, thus, different initialization values in shift registers will lead to a different number of XOR logics required in a multi-bit leap-forward LFSR. A 64-bit leap-forward LFSR takes at most 125 XOR gates to build.
ARCHITECTURE
Observations
We observed some opportunities that can be taken to further improve a conventional FPGA-based arbiter PUF implementation.
Signal Encoding
In a conventional arbiter PUF implementation, the pair of racing clock signals clk . One observation is that the synchronization is not strictly enforced, as long as clk 
LUT Utilization
FPGA implementation of arbiter PUFs utilizes LUT6 2 to race signals. An LUT6 2 is a 6-input, 2-output look-up table that is able to act as two LUT5s that shares the same inputs or just a single LUT6 depending on the control bit. Among the six inputs bits, the control bit (most significant bit) is set to 1 in order to transform the LUT6 2 into two LUT5s. The second most significant bit is usually used as a selection bit that decides the traveling path inside the LUT. This bit serves as a challenge bit of the arbiter PUF. The next two bi ts are fixed to constant 1s. The two least significant bits are used to take two racing clock signals. We observe that a conventional arbiter PUF implementation does not fully utilize all the possible resources of LUT6 2. If we allow antiphased signals between PUF segments, we could change the 3rd and 4th bits from static 1s to user defined values. The conventional design of enforcing two static bits is equivalent to leaving a LUT2 unused for every LUT6 2 in the delay chain.
Overall Design
We propose producing logical output and signal racing results simultaneously on the same hardware. Our design takes a pair of impulse signals as input, and because of process variation, two racing signals do not arrive at the finish line (arbiter) at the same time. Meanwhile logical computations are performed based on the logical input and the result is carried on the bypassing racing signals using encoding. Thus, we generate two outputs, each of which is completely uncorrelated. Consequently, an advantage of our design is that we are able to reduce overall power and area by sharing hardware and wires. We propose to load leap-forward LFSRs on top of a conventional arbiter PUF as shown in Figure 2 . The arbiter PUF and multiple LFSRs share the same hardware but generate different outputs. The arbiter PUF takes PUF challenges to configure internal paths for the delay signals to race. Meanwhile, leap-forward LFSRs are designed on top of the arbiter PUF to generate digital random numbers.
Eventually, the leap-forward LFSR output and the arbiter PUF response are combined using a post process module (in our case we use XORs and a Von Neumann corrector). The final output leverages advantages from both sources: it inherits high throughput and high randomness from leap-forward LFSRs and physical unclonablity from arbiter PUFs.
IMPLEMENTATION
We utilize LUT6 2 on FPGAs to demonstrate the feasibility of our design. Figure 4 shows our overall implementation. Our design maintains the LUT chain structure and some LUT input pin assignments from the conventional arbiter PUF implementation. However, the third and fourth input bit of each LUT6 2 are no longer restricted to constant 1s. Instead, they are now open to any user-defined values. We use these two bits along with unconstrained initialization vector (INIT) bits to implement an additional XOR gate on top of the LUT6 2. We then use these XOR gates to implement leap-forward LFSRs. The output of the XOR gate is encoded from the racing signal using a flip-flop. Depending on if the signal is in phase or antiphase with the clock signal, the result of XOR gate is encoded as 0 or 1.
Implementation of Arbiter PUF
The arbiter PUF retains the same structure as a conventional FPGA-based design. Each LUT6 2 implements a single segment of an arbiter PUF. We have made modifications to the implementation to allow racing signals to carry additional digital information. Note that our modification still maintains signal synchronization by keeping two racing signals in phase throughout the racing process.
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Figure 3: The two output signals from LUT6 2 are required to be in phase, but can be inverted simultaneously.
Allowing Antiphase Signals
In our design, we no longer require signals traveling between LUTs to be synchronous with the clock signal. Figure  3 shows a possible scenario where the signals are inverted after traveling through the first LUT and inverted again after the second LUT. Our encoding scheme (in-phase encoded as 0 and antiphase encoded as 1) allows us to carry computational output on racing signals that are traveling through the arbiter PUF chain.
Additional constraints on the INIT value of LUTs need to be applied to allow such functionality. All INIT values must fulfill both requirements below:
• The most significant 32 bits must be mirrored to the least significant 32 bits in units of 4 bits. For example, the mirror image of 1100 1010 would be 1010 1100.
• The first constraint is applied to guarantee the upper and lower LUT5s within the LUT6 2 to be the same, thus creating theoretically identical racing paths. The second constraint is enforced to create racing paths that signals can propagate through. These constraints together guarantee that the two outputs of each LUT6 2 are two in-phase clock signals instead of static outputs or out of phase signal pairs. All bits that are not restricted by the rules can be customized to program arbitrary logic.
Arbiter
The arbiter used to capture the faster-racing signal is as simple as a SR latch. However, since we allow the signals to be inverted, the phase of the final output of each chain now relies on the implemented logic instead of staying unchanged. Whether the racing signals at the "doorstep" of the arbiter are in phase with the clock signal or not, our original SR latch-based arbiter is still able to produce the correct result. Thus, the original PUF functionality is not compromised.
Implementation of leap-forward LFSRs
Leap-forward LFSRs are implemented using XOR gates and flip-flops. A 64-bit leap-forward LFSR requires only 64 flip-flops and 125 XOR gates. However, the wiring complexity of a 64-bit leap-forward LFSR is nontrivial. As the size of leap-forward LFSRs grows, the wiring complexity grows dramatically. To avoid the wiring overhead, we implement multiple 64-bit leap-forward LFSRs on top of our arbiter PUF design.
XOR Gates
According to our modification on the arbiter PUF design, it is possible to implement an additional XOR gate on the LUT6 2. Table 1 shows the rules needed to implement the XOR logic in addition to the constraints described in section 6.1. The XOR results are then encoded according to rules described in section 5.1.1. The two outputs of LUT6 2 are guaranteed to be identical based on the constraints we set, so the XOR result can be retrieved by encoding either of them. 
Flip-Flops
The flip-flops serve two purposes. First they are used to extract digital information from the racing signal. Second, they are used to store the results of leap-forward LFSRs. In our implementation, we reuse some flip-flops for both purposes to save area and power. Each leap-forward LFSR requires at most 125 flip-flops. 
Post Process
64 LUT6 2s and an SR latch are needed to implement a 64-bit arbiter PUF while a 64-bit leap-forward LSFR implementation uses 125 XOR gates and 125 flip-flops. This means that we can load four 64-bit leap forward LSFRs on top of eight 64-bit arbiter PUFs. The throughput ratio of arbiter PUF and LFSR is then 1:32 (8 : 4 × 64). We claim that simple XOR operations to combine both outputs provide sufficient randomness. The XOR operation is done between the concatenation of all leap forward LFSR outputs (4 × 64bits) and a string consists of self-concatenation of arbiter PUF outputs (32 times, which makes it 8 × 32bits). By combining the two outputs, we are able to boost the system throughput by 32× compared to conventional eight 64-bit arbiter PUFs. Note that the randomness can be further improved by applying Von Neumann correction on the arbiter PUF results before the XOR operations. The result randomness is evaluated in section 7.2.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In our implementation, we combine leap-forward LFSRs with an arbiter PUF by sharing hardware and wires. Our motivation is to create a security primitive that inherits the advantages of both while staying free of their drawbacks. We carefully evaluate area, power and output randomness of our proposed implementation in this section.
Area and power
We claim that by sharing hardware and signals, we are able to utilize area and power more efficiently. To evaluate our design, we implement four 64-bit leap forward LFSRs and eight 64-bit arbiter PUFs using the same hardware resources on a Spartan-6 XC6SLX45 FPGA. In each clock cycle, our design generates 256-bit post processed output. We compare our design with standalone leap-forward LFSRs and arbiter PUFs that generate the same output throughput (256 bits). We have also compared our hardware sharing design with non-sharing designs on four 64-bit leap forward LFSRs and eight 64-bit arbiter PUFs. The comparison result is shown in Table 2 .
Even though we spend more power and area than leapforward LFSRs, our design gains the advantage of physical unclonability. When compared to arbiter PUFs, we have reduced LUT cost by 30.1× and reduced power by 16.9×.
When compared to four independent 64-bit leap-forward LFSRs and eight 64-bit arbiter PUFs that do not share hardware as shown in the last column of Table 2 , our design also does better in terms of both area and power. The result shows our design use more flip-flops compared to the non-sharing scheme. This is due to the fact in order to capture the digital information on the racing signals, we use additional flip-flops for signal encoding. However, we are able to save 40.4% of LUTs and 39.58% of occupied slices. Considering flip-flops are much smaller than LUTs in size on FPGA, we claim our design improves in terms of area.
As of power consumption, our sharing scheme reduces overall power consumption and power per bit by 7.69% comparing to the non-sharing scheme. This number is relatively small considering the large area improvement. This is caused by the larger number of flip-flops used in the implementation. Flip-flops tend to dissipate more switching power than LUTs while in our sharing scheme the majority of shared hardware resources are LUTs.
Randomness
We quantify the statistical randomness of our design by applying the industry-standard National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Statistical Test Suite to postprocessed outputs [14] . An output stream is generated in such a way that the output of the system in the current clock cycle is fed back to the design as a challenge in the next clock cycle. We repeat this stream production process until all output bits (1, 000 × 10, 000) are collected. Figure  5 displays the lowest success ratio of outputs generated by leap forward LFSRs, arbiter PUFs with Von Neumann correction, and our design. Three conclusions can be drawn from the figure:
• The output of our design shows excellent randomness, passing all tests in the test suite. • Our results is at least as random as leap-forward LFSRs.
• Our results outperform arbiter PUF and Von Neumann correction in block frequency and approximate entropy. In all, our proposed method provides better randomness while maintaining physical unclonability.
CONCLUSION
We propose a mechanism to combine signal racing and logic computation through signal and hardware sharing. Employing such a mechanism greatly reduces the area overhead and power consumption. We illustrate our idea by combining leap-forward LFSRs and arbiter PUFs on a Spartan-6 FPGA. The evaluation shows that our sharing design saves 40.4% LUTs while achieving 7.69% of power improvement compared to the non-sharing scheme. Our design maintains the physical unclonability inherited from arbiter PUFs while, as suggested by NIST statistical test suite, achieving much better randomness. We conclude that by racing signals and computing logical operations simultaneously, we are able to create a power-and area-efficient PUF design with unclonability and high randomness.
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